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My Pioneers

by 
Joan Teller

 
Joan Teller is a member of the board, and secretary of  the Jewish Genealogical Society of Oregon.

   
When I was a little girl, my father always told me bedtime stories that were really the adventures of his 
mother and father along the Old Santa Fe Trail.  His father, Henry Mayer, had come out West as a very 
young man in 1835 where he traveled by horseback to settlements and towns selling merchandise to 
general stores.  Later he led mule trains and guided settlers' wagons across the trails to New Mexico and 
Texas.  In Vicksburg, Mississippi, he met a young Jewish watchmaker, Bernhard Cohen and his wife, 
Rachel, and their baby daughter, Rebecca. In those days there were many Jewish single men west of the 
Mississippi, but there were not many Jewish women.  Some of these men went back to Europe for 
Jewish wives. Of course, there were quite a few who married out of their faith.

So when Henry saw young Rebecca, and she seemed to take fancy to him from the start, he promised to 
come back and marry her.  The family story is that he once brought her the first doll she ever owned.  In 
those days, and in that section of the country, a large doll was a great novelty.  Rebecca's father, Bernhard 
Cohen died in 1844 at the age of 33.  She had vivid memories of her mother trying to find a burial place 
for him because there was no Jewish cemetery in Vicksburg at the time.  After Bernhard's death, Rachel 
took her two children to live with her parents in Cincinnati, Ohio. They probably took a riverboat all the 
way.  Nevertheless, Henry managed to find them there, and in 1852 Henry Mayer married Rebecca 
Cohen in a Jewish ceremony.  She was 15 years old; he was 35.
 
The newlyweds set off at once by riverboat for the "jump-off city" to the West:  Independence, 
Missouri. Their ultimate destination was San Antonio, Texas.   Because Henry had made the trip many 
times before his marriage and knew the country very well, he probably did not feel there was much 
danger taking his "little wife" on such a perilous overland journey.  In addition to knowing the terrain, he 
was an excellent communicator.  He spoke German, French and English and had learned a lot of 
Spanish and some Indian languages, especially that of the Kiowa.  Rebecca kept a diary so that her 
mother and grandmother would know about the challenges she faced.  I had read that old diary many 
times, so when I crossed the same trail in 1946 via the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway on a train 
called the Super Chief, I realized that I was looking at the same vast landscape as my grandmother had in 
1852, ninety-four years earlier.  But what different modes of travel we used!  Rebecca had had some 
experience with horses, and instead of walking or riding in the wagons as most other women did, she 
insisted on riding horseback. There is even a family story of Henry objecting to her changing her long 
skirt for men's pants so she could ride more easily. (This was 1852!)

There was no chance to keep the Sabbath or kashrut on the trail - not that Rebecca had much 
opportunity to cook or keep track of the days.  They mostly ate beans.  She wrote in her diary: "The 
Mexican cook boiled them with fat pork and bacon".  These were the foods they had brought along.  
Buffalo, elk and antelope were very abundant on the prairie and were occasionally added to their diets. 
As was rattlesnake!

continued on Page 5



Welcome to New Members:

Pam Andrews
Tamar Boussi

Leslie Davidoff
Susan Jacobson-Hopkins

Carol & Ed Raspler
     Norman & Eva Rickles

Laura Rosenthal
Judith Schlossberg

Elinor C. Shank

JGSO now has 83 members, 77 
of whom use E-mail!
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JGSO BOARD MEMBERS

Sandra Shapiro, President
Sandrags@worldnet.att.net
Abby Menashe, 1st VP
AMenashe@aol.com
Joan Teller, Secretary, 
joanmteller@juno.com
Sue Axel, Treasurer, 
ekaxel@attbi.com

Board Members at large:

Robert Behar, 360-834-2385
Ron Doctor, Membership
rondoctor@qwest.net
Harry Glauber (Newsletter Editor) 
Harryg123@aol.com
Julian Kaufman, Volunteer and Mentor Coordinator
juliankaufmn@earthlink.net
Harvey Klevit, Librarian
klevitha@pacifier.com
Jeanette Topell, jeannettemt@home.com

Website: http://www.rootsweb.com/~orjgs/
Webmaster:  Christine Olsen 
Mailing list maven: Walt Hellman

JGSO is part of the Mittleman Jewish 
Community Center.

“Levanda Index”

For those interested in researching the effect of 
Czarist decrees on Jews,  former JGSO member 
Michael Steinore, who now lives in San Mateo, 
California,  has put together a new web site.  

Michael writes “Based on material from three 19th 
century resources, this site includes the translated 
text of some Czarist decrees, as well as condensed 
summaries of others, as well as a subject index to all 
Czarist decrees concerning Jews up to 1873.  The 
czarist decrees on the production of the 9th 
revision, and on metrical books, are particularly 
interesting, since they include some details about 
revision lists and metrical books which I, at least, 
hadn't read elsewhere. The decree on punishing 
self-mutilation to avoid the draft also adds to the 
discussion on that subject.”

You may look at this information at:
http://www.angelfire.com/ms2/belaroots/levanda.htm
and contact  him at MichaelSteinore@msn.com

Announcements

Would you like to memorialize a departed person,  
pay tribute, or say "get  well" to someone? We will be 
pleased to include a special section in Shalshelet for 
such messages, for a nominal donation.  Please let us 
know of your interest. 

In addition, Advertisements in Shalshelet are 
available for a nominal donation. 

Contact any of the JGSO board members (see 
listing on the right) or Mail to 
Jewish Genealogical Society of Oregon
c/o Mittleman Jewish Community Center
6651 S.W. Capitol Highway
Portland, OR 97219

A donation has been given to the Jewish 
Genealogical Society of Oregon

by Henny Bernstein:

In memory of David A. Bernstein
        .

mailto:Sandrags@worldnet.att.net
mailto:AMenashe@aol.com
mailto:joanmteller@juno.com
mailto:ekaxel@attbi.com
mailto:rondoctor@qwest.net
mailto:Harryg123@aol.com
mailto:juliankaufmn@earthlink.net
mailto:klevitha@pacifier.com
mailto:jeannettemt@home.com
http://www.rootsweb.com/~orjgs/
http://www.angelfire.com/ms2/belaroots/levanda.htm
mailto:MichaelSteinore@msn.com
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NEW EASTERN EUROPEAN ARCHIVAL 
DATABASE  LAUNCHED

Researching ancestral documents in the “old 
country” is now much easier and quicker with a new 
web site developed by Miriam Weiner for the 
Routes to Roots Foundation, Inc. (a not-for-profit 
foundation). 

The web site consists of two parts: (1) a 275-page 
book and (2) a searchable database (by town name) 
of archive documents for towns in Belarus, Lithuania, 
Poland, Moldova and Ukraine, based upon the 
archival holdings of the foregoing countries.

While it may be tempting to first choose 
“ARCHIVE DATABASE” from the Menu and then 
initiate a “town or locality” search, a few minutes of 
patience will be well spent by printing  and reading 
the Introduction and the pages within the 
Introduction relating to specific countries.

A town or locality search may be done in three ways: 
(1) by exact town-name spelling (current); 
(2) by the Daitch-Mokotoff soundex search; 
(3) “begins with….” 

The results produce a list of document types in 
archives throughout the five countries. After you 
select documents for the town that interests you, you 
can then click on ARCHIVE NAME which will 
take you to a page where you can find the archive 
addresses and other contact information.

To search for specific family names, it is then 
necessary to initiate a search of the relevant archive 
(methods of archive access included in Introduction 
and in the FAQ)

The archive inventory data was collected and verified 
in official cooperation with the state archives in all 
five countries and the archivists have agreed to 
continue updating the inventory as new material 
becomes known.

The web site menu includes: Introduction, Archive 
Acknowledgments, Archive Chapters, Archive 
Database, Maps, Foundation Data, Publications, 
Related Web sites, Supporters and FAQ. Many of 
the web site pages are excerpted chapters from 
Jewish Roots in Poland and Jewish Roots in Ukraine 
and Moldova, supplemented by similar new chapters 
from archivists in Belarus and Lithuania (in PDF files 
in order to preserve the format from the books). 

There are numerous links to other sites 
throughout this web site which will save the user 
extensive time. For example, there is a link to a 
web site in Poland where one can find addresses 
of Urzad Stanu Cywilnego offices (civil 
registration offices usually located at the local 
town hall) throughout Poland. There are links to 
web sites where one can find archives and 
libraries by country, throughout the world.

The Home Page includes information about 
which version of browsers work best with this 
web site and instructions about downloading and 
using Adobe Acrobat Reader for viewing PDF 
files on the web site. See the SITE MAP on the 
Home Page which contains a detailed outline of 
the web site.  For questions and clarifications, 
see the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
section (last button on the Menu).

There is no charge for access to this web site 
and any page may be printed. The archive data is 
being continually updated and expanded as new
information is received. The process of 
collecting and verifying data from archives is an 
on-going process. The web site includes a form 
for submitting new or revised material which will 
be added to the database upon verification by 
the appropriate archivists. 

Start your exploration of this new resource at 
http://www.rtrfoundation.org.

Miriam Weiner
Secaucus, New Jersey

New in the JGSO Library:

Dubnow, Simon: History of the Jews in Russia and 
Poland Avotaynu, Inc (1910-1916 Reprint of 3 
volume work)

Beider, Alexander:  A Dictionary of Ashkenazic Given 
Names: Their Origins, Structure, Pronunciation, and 
Migrations. Avotaynu, Inc 2001

Jewish Records in the Family History Library Catalog
IAJGS 2001 CD-ROM Through Feb. 2001

http://www.rtrfoundation.org
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Join 
Jewish Genealogical Society of Oregon

for:
Genealogical Research Questions and 

the
Holocaust in Europe
a conversation with:

Dr. Marshall Lee, 
Professor Emeritus of History,

Pacific University
                              

Wednesday, May 15, 2002,  
7:30 pm to 9:30 pm

Mittleman Jewish Community Center 
(MJCC)

6651 SW Capitol Highway, Portland
           

Dr. Lee, an expert on German history 
and the Holocaust, will discuss:

• How Western Europe research 
differs from Eastern Europe 
research.

• Holocaust related questions that 
predate  the Holocaust.

• Special challenges of special 
groups such  as hidden children, 
the partisans and various trails 
gone cold.

   
Meetings are Free to JGSO members.  
A $2 donation for non-members is 

requested.
For questions email 

rondoctor@qwest.net, call Abby 
Menashe

 at (503) 245-5196 or visit our web site at  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~orjgs/

Volunteers sought for Dachau indexing project: 
A Message from Joyce Field, JewishGen VP 
Research

The Dachau indexing project is moving along at a 
faster pace than we anticipated due to the diligent 
work of our data entry volunteers and three 
validators.   Approximately 16,000 records have 
already been entered and validated.  The United 
States Holocaust Memorial Museum, which is 
doing a second level of proofreading, has 
completed reviewing over 12,000 records and has 
given us high praise for the quality of our work. 

We began the project in November 2001 with an 
announcement that within days brought us 60 
volunteers.  Most have remained with us, doing 
many hundreds of records.  Recently we have been 
asked if we could use more volunteers.  Indeed, we 
can.  It is important to complete this massive 
project of indexing approximately 122,000 records 
in a reasonable time frame.   To refresh your 
memory, the Dachau records are a part of the 189 
reels of Captured German Documents discussed at 
http://www.jewishgen.org/infofiles/CapturedGer
manRecords.html.

The microfilms have been converted to jpeg 
images on  CD-ROMs.  Each page of the records is a 
separate jpeg image. Volunteers will receive an 
initial set of 10 images  (each page should contain 
about 20 records) sent as email attachments.  But at 
least we will not have to photocopy and mail pages 
to you. To work on this project you should have a 
recent copy of Excel on your computer as data entry 
will be done in Excel, and be able to work with jpeg 
images. 

To volunteer,  write to Harriet Brown at 
hbrown@jewishgen.org.  If you want to test 
whether you will be comfortable working on the 
project, Harriet will send you a sample jpeg image 
with instructions.

We are looking forward to hearing from you.
jfield@jewishgen.org

A big thank you  to JGSO 
member Walter Hellman, for 

preparing mailing labels for all 
society mailings, including this 

newsletter!!

mailto:rondoctor@qwest.net
http://www.rootsweb.com/~orjgs/
http://www.jewishgen.org/infofiles/CapturedGer
mailto:hbrown@jewishgen.org
mailto:jfield@jewishgen.org
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Joan Teller:  Continued from Page 1

Other family members traveled to join Rebecca and Henry Mayer in San Antonio. Rebecca's mother, 
Rachel Regina Lorch Cohen, had remarried, and Henry asked her new husband, Sigmund Fineberg, to 
come to San Antonio to help manage the three businesses Henry owned there.  Rachel's mother, 
Eleanore Bomeisler Lorch had lost her husband, Benedict Lorch to cholera in 1848. He is buried in the 
oldest Jewish cemetery in Cincinnati, Ohio where he is identified as a Hebrew teacher.  Eleanore had 
married Benedict in Heidelberg, Germany and they had come to Philadelphia together in 1815 where she 
already had family. Now alone, she decided to follow her daughter and granddaughter to San Antonio.  
Eleanore would have gone by riverboat and stagecoach, which must have been a very difficult trip for a 72-
year-old woman.  She apparently worried about her health because she is said to have carried a shroud 
with her. When she arrived in San Antonio she was very upset that there was no Jewish cemetery.  No 
matter where Jews traveled, or how far they were from organized communities, when they had need for 
the rites of passage, they sought to be together.  At once, she contributed to the establishment of the 
first Jewish cemetery in San Antonio, Texas. She must have sensed that her "time" was quickly 
approaching because she was the first burial there on September 11, 1855.  Her tombstone reads 
"Eleanora". 
 
By the time the Mayers were settling in Texas, they became aware of other Jewish families; and since 
Henry remembered his Hebrew, he started the first services and classes in their living room. Henry had 
been a Bar Mitzvah in Oberingleheim, Germany in 1830. This was the beginning of the first synagogue in 
San Antonio.  I often think of my courageous grandmother and how difficult it must have been to be a 
woman in the West in those days and about all her responsibilities as a Jewish pioneer woman and how 
proud I am of her and my industrious, well-traveled grandfather who inspired so many wild and wonderful 
bedtime stories.    
 
  
Sources:
 

1. Seven Years in Central America by Julius Froebel published in 1859 (chronicles the 1852 trip of the 
Mayers)

2. Research by Frances Kallison of San Antonio, Texas
3. Memoirs of Henry Mayer (as told to Jenny Mayer)
4. Diary of Rebecca Mayer
5. Memoirs of Rebecca Mayer (written in her 80's)
6. Bomeisler Family Tree

 
Editor's Note:  Joan Teller's fascinating story illustrates how important it is to interview family members 
who probably have some very interesting "bedtime stories" of their own to add details and meaning to 
your own family's story.

 
 Autry Museum Show.

The Autry Museum of Western Heritage in Los Angeles is currently organizing “Jewish Life in the 
American West: Generation to Generation.”  Primarily focusing on a one hundred year period beginning 
in the 1820s and ending in 1924, the exhibition uses significant documents, photographs, art, artifacts and 
media to examine the contributions of Jewish immigrants to the political, religious, economic, cultural and 
social history of the American West and the lasting legacy that has resulted. 

The exhibit opens to the public June 21, 2002 and will run through January 20, 2003. A  game box , given 
to the grandfather of Joan Teller in about 1864, by the Texas Rangers will be included.  
 
More information can be found at www.autry-museum.org
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TALES OF GENEALOGY 
 Sue Axel

Sue Axel is a member of the board  and treasurer of  the Jewish Genealogical Society of Oregon.
 
When I started doing our family history research I truly knew nothing about how to proceed.  Then my 
husband and I took an excellent week long Elderhostel program in Utah that was a marvelous 
introduction to the pastime.  I say that because doing genealogical research encompasses many things:  
It is hard work.  It is being extraordinarily patient.  It is  listening well for cues.  It is like a giant puzzle. 
It is also plain luck!
   
While doing a taped interview with my uncle he casually mentioned that his father, now an American 
citizen, had applied for a passport in 1922.  That clue led to finding out where his siblings had gone.  It 
also led to enough information from the passport application to ask, while in a small group meeting at 
the International Jewish Genealogical Conference in London last summer, if anyone knew of my 
family.  In a heart stopping moment, someone did and put me in touch with them.  Since that time I 
have found relatives all over the world.  Some of my cousins are in the United States and we have met 
and formed a wonderful relationship.  We are looking forward to meeting more of my relatives in 
Canada this summer.  Everyone in the family has been marvelous about sharing stories and information 
that can be documented.
  
The other side of the family has been more of a problem to locate, i.e., not much in the way of clues, 
hard data, or reliable information.  My 90+ year-old aunt told me where she thought her mother's family 
had come from.  We looked through census after census of the Jews in Hungary but found nothing.  
Obviously they had to have come from some place, but as the years we were searching were in the 
1800's, nothing was forthcoming.  It was an extremely frustrating enterprise.
  
We knew the general area where my mother's family reportedly lived and decided to explore it on a 
recent trip to Hungary.  We went to every town mentioned by anyone in the family.  The towns were 
amazing.  I had read of shtetls and assumed they had a market square with houses around.  This was not 
the case in northeastern Hungary.  The houses bordered each side of the road with large yards, many 
including a barn, stretching away to fields.  Other than the main road, we rarely saw streets. Some of the 
towns had clearly been recently rebuilt, probably due to flooding of the Tisza River.  We came upon a 
dilapidated, very overgrown cemetery by the side of the road near Nyirlovo.  Unfortunately most of the 
stones were impossible to read and brambles precluded going deeply into the cemetery.  There were a 
few newer stones, but they were not of my family.
 
Our trip continued to Kisvarda.  The town had been mentioned by my aunt, as was Nyirlovo.  We went 
into a magnificent building that had been the synagogue and was now a museum, as are so many in 
Eastern Europe.  The town has a square and off this square was the Retkoz Museum.  We surmised 
that the building had been a synagogue, and for that reason went exploring.  That it was now a museum 
was not of much import to us.  Inside the West entrance, the walls were covered with names in 
Hungarian and Hebrew of more than 1,000 Jews who died in Auschwitz, June 1944.  There on the wall 
was my family.  The feeling was bittersweet, as here I had documentation of where they had lived and 
where they had died, but what can one say, seeing your family's name and knowing what had 
transpired?  It definitely was not the best way to obtain documentation.
  
We went to the city hall to find the street they lived on.  We found the street, but my cousin said it was 
the wrong house.  This cousin is the granddaughter of my great uncle.  Her father survived the war in 
Budapest or in the nearby woods.  My aunt was correct about the towns, but it was not her mother's 
side of the family, but her father's who lived there.  So in the end all the research, clues, persistence 
and luck have been well worth the effort.  Best of all, connecting with our family has been a fabulous 
experience. 
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YIZKOR BOOK COLLECTION TO MOVE TO NEVEH SHALOM LIBRARY

Harvey Klevit, JGSO Librarian reviews a new acquisition in our library

"Uncle We Are Ready: Registering America’s Men 1917-1918" by John J. Newman
Heritage Quest, Salt Lake City, Utah
Library of Congress Catalog Card Number:  00-136762

World War I draft registration cards are a valuable resource for finding information on over 24 million men born 
between 1872 and 1900. They are especially useful in locating those hard to find foreign-born ancestors.
This book provides explicit instructions in locating and interpreting draft registration cards from either the 
National Archives or the LDS Family History Library microfilm rolls. Microfilm codes are explained which 
represent State, District Board number, local board, and date of registration.

In 1917 President Wilson submitted "The Selective Service Act” bill to Congress. Governors of each state 
were instructed to create local "draft boards" in each county. Each board would register approximately 3000 
men. For cities over 45,000 population, boards were initiated by voting precinct under a central city board of 
control. Uniform draft registration cards were distributed by The Secretary of War.  On June 5th, 1917 the 
first registration of males aged 21-30 took place followed by June 5th, 1918 for those who attained age 21 
since the first registration. The final registration was on September 12, 1918 and included all men from 18-20 
and 31-45.

The forms for the initial registration contain Name in full, home address, date of birth, citizenship or 
declaration of intention, place of birth (town, state, nation), trade or occupation, employer, specify 
dependents, marital state, race, prior military history, physical stature, color of eyes and hair. If the registrant 
claimed exemption, they were required to state the grounds. The subsequent registration forms included 
father’s birthplace, name and place of employer, name and address of nearest relative.

In order to ascertain which microfilm your person of interest appears on, you will need to know the draft 
board where he registered. This can be obtained by local newspaper search the week of June 23, 1917. Also, 
the 1920 census which is currently available on-line contains useful information. The book includes a CD-
ROM containing maps of cities in which there are multiple draft boards. Of course, one must know the 
approximate address of the individual to obtain the local board number from the map. I attempted to use the 
map of Baltimore, MD to research my grandfather, but it was extremely difficult to read street names due to 
poor resolution. 

If one is fortunate enough to locate an individual’s draft board number, the book will give a NARA or FHL 
microfilm number depending upon the last name.

All in all, this is a very useful resource for obtaining information not present in other publications. It will be 
much more useful for obtaining data on people who resided in small counties than large cities unless the 
precinct, ward, or draft board number is available. 
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The JGSO Library is housed in the 
Feldstein Library 

at Congregation Neveh Shalom 

Winter Library Hours 
Call 503-246-8831 x18 to confirm
Sundays, 9 a.m. - 12 noon - when 

Religious School is in session 
Mondays, 9 a.m.- 12 noon 

Tuesdays - CLOSED 
Wednesdays, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 

Wednesdays, 5 - 8:30 p.m. - when 
Religious School is in session 

Thursdays, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Fridays & Saturdays - CLOSED

Contact JGSO Librarian Harvey Klevit 
klevitha@pacifier.com to suggest new 

acquisitions or for other enquiries about 
the library collection.

SHALSHELET

Shalshelet is published quarterly by the Jewish 
Genealogical Society of Oregon (JGSO). This 
issue was prepared by Harry Glauber, with 
the assistance of Jeanette Topell. 

The Jewish Genealogical Society of Oregon is 
affiliated with the Mittleman Jewish 
Community Center (MJCC), Portland, Oregon 
and is a member of the International 
Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies 
(IAJGS).

Paid advertisements or inquiries should be 
submitted to the Society in care of the MJCC 
at:

6651 S.W. Capitol Highway
Portland, OR 97219

For permission to reproduce any 
copyrighted material, please contact the 
author.

Visit the JGSO Web Site: 
http://www.rootsweb.com/~orjgs/

Rabbinic Genealogy SIG online!

Might there have been a Rabbi in your family? If so, you may 
be interested in a new online discussion group: the JewishGen 
Rabbinic Genealogy Special Interest Group (RAV-SIG.) This 
SIG will answer the long felt need for a central clearinghouse, 
providing researchers of  rabbinic ancestry and rabbinic 
genealogies with a forum for the exchange of information.

The group's main objectives are:

• To provide an Internet discussion group forum for 
the exchange of information on rabbinic genealogy.

• To maintain an Internet web site on JewishGen to 
provide a permanent home for information, research 
techniques, searchable databases, and resources on 
rabbinic genealogy.

• To encourage and support the discovery of sources 
of rabbinic genealogical data.

Recognizing that rabbinic ancestry is a major part of Jewish 
genealogy and because of the need for the study of rabbinic 
ancestry to be represented by a  presence on JewishGen, this 
SIG has been created. Rabbinic genealogy transcends 
geographic areas, vast time periods in Jewish history, and 
designations such as Ashkenazic or Sephardic.

For most Ashkenazic  Jews, surnames are a relatively recent 
invention -- less than 200 years old.  Rabbinical families seem 
to have been the exception to this rule. The use  and adoption 
of surnames for these families dates back to as early as the 
15th  century if not earlier, thus preceding all other family 
names by  about 350  years.

Some authorities estimate that perhaps as many as one in 
fifty Jews alive today have a rabbinic ancestry. Many may not 
be aware of such an ancestry, nor, if some awareness exists, 
know how or where to locate resources to begin a search of 
this unique aspect of their Jewish ancestry. We believe that 
providing the means for researching one's rabbinic ancestry, 
whether for the novice or experienced researcher, is a great 
service to the entire JewishGen community

The attractive and easy to navigate web site includes Infofiles 
and FAQs, an on-line journal, searchable data-bases, links and 
a discussion group.  You should visit this web site at 
http://www.jewishgen.org/rabbinic/  

mailto:klevitha@pacifier.com
http://www.rootsweb.com/~orjgs/
http://www.jewishgen.org/rabbinic/
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The following book review is from “Eastman's Online Genealogy  Newsletter” and is 
copyright 2002 by Richard W. Eastman. It is re-published here with the permission of the 
author. 

Finding Answers in U.S. Census Records
Loretto Dennis Szucs and Matthew Wright
Ancestry Publishing ISBN: 0-916489-98-1.

Szucs and Wright have just released a new book, entitled "Finding Answers in U.S. Census 
Records." The book serves as a guide to help genealogists locate and understand U.S. Census 
records. This new book covers the Federal population schedules, state and local census 
schedules as well as special census schedules.

"Finding Answers in U.S. Census Records" starts with a history of the origin of the U.S Federal 
census. It then goes on to describe each type of census and explores what specific points a 
researcher needs to keep in mind when working with them. U.S. Federal census counts were 
made every ten years, starting in 1790. The information obtained varies from one census to the 
next. Szucs and Wright describe each decade's enumeration (records collected) and give advice 
about the information found as well as the possible errors that are frequently encountered. I 
noticed that they even describe the information available in the 1930 U.S. Federal census, 
which will not be released until 1 April 2002.

Examples of deliberate false entries are also described. For instance, the authors point out that 
in the 1857 special census seven Minnesota counties had hundreds of fake names listed, as 
some local officials were trying to "pad" the population count in order to obtain statehood for 
Minnesota. Likewise, the 1880 Utah census juggled household information to disguise 
polygamy at a time when federal officials were seeking evidence in order to prosecute citizens 
for unlawful cohabitation. Genealogists may encounter other records that are suspicious, as 
some enumerators (census takers) may have sat in a comfortable location and written 
information from memory or from hearsay evidence supplied by others, rather than riding 
out into the harsh weather of that day to obtain an accurate count.

In addition, the book includes three appendixes. The first contains a listing of the major online 
and/or electronic sources for U.S. Census research. The second is a directory of important 
libraries and archives with microfilm repositories where family historians can view, rent, 
create, or buy microfilm copies of their census records of interest. The third appendix contains 
census extraction forms for all the available census years from 1790 to 1930 as well as a census 
information request form. You can photocopy these forms in order to use them time and 
again.

"Finding Answers in U.S. Census Records" is an excellent book for the beginning genealogist 
as well as a reference for the experienced researcher. 
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Jewish Genealogical Society of Oregon
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